Diversity Conversations
are for Kids Too: Inclusion
At Hummingbird Humanity, we believe in amplifying the voices of the
unheard. While we normally discuss best practices and tips for having these
conversations in the workplace, we recognize that our impact expands
beyond it. Our clients and colleagues are grown-ups to children with whom
they would like to have these conversations too!
Children absorb and model behaviors of those around them, and so we
thought it would be important to create resources focused on how to help
children foster inclusion in their playgrounds, schools, and neighborhoods.
This guide provides games, best practices, questions to ask children, as well
as grown-up questions for self-reflection. All of us can take a step towards a
better world by helping the next generation move the needle forward.
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Follow up questions:
What did you learn about other people?
Why do you think it’s good to ask people what they like or don’t like?
Do you think it’s okay if people like different things? Why or why not?
What can you do with the information you learned about someone?

4 Strategies to Teach Kids Inclusion
Model Inclusion
Whenever we want to teach kids a skill, it is best to model it
ourselves. When you see a grown-up or a child by
themselves at a school or neighborhood gathering, show by
action how to reach out and invite folks into the group.

Discuss Inclusion
Talk openly about emotions rather than dismissing or
burying them.
Can you think of a time when you felt excluded? How did
that feel?
Can you think of a kid you know who might feel this way?
How can you help them next time?

Inclusion at Home/Community/Global
Choose an event in your neighborhood such as volunteering
at a food pantry. This outreach gives children the
opportunity to interact with people of diverse backgrounds,
ages, and circumstances while normalizing differences.

Praise Inclusive Behaviors
When the child shows inclusive behavior, praise them for it.
Acknowledging and celebrating the behavior encourages it
in the future. Be specific about the praise such as “I saw
you reach out to that kid sitting alone at lunch, great job!”
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What If The Child Says or Does Something Exclusionary?
All of us have biases so we must accept kids will discriminate against each other at
some point. The important thing is to respond rather than react, and engage in dialogue
about it:

“What made you do that/say that?
Ask for more information to get to the root of why they behaved
that way. It could be an emotional response, something they
heard someone else say/do, or they simply don’t know any better.

“Let’s talk about our beliefs and values for a moment…”
Compare the action or comment to the beliefs or values we try to
practice to be a good person. Do our actions match our beliefs?

“What can we do next time?”
Now that you’ve engaged in understanding the reasoning,
problem solve together on what they could do in the future
differently such as taking a break to calm themselves, or how they
can act in a different way to help others feel they belong too.

Questions for Grown-Ups: Self-Reflection
As we have said, children model what they see. Self-reflection is an important part
of the process, as it helps see any areas for improvement you can also work on. It
also teaches kids that being inclusive is an on-going learning process as you meet
folks from all walks of life.
How often do you actively include people who are different from you?
Do you ever catch yourself making decisions based on stereotypes?
Are there any instances where you find you could be more inclusive of others?
We hope the first of our series of human-centered conversations with kids helps
in the journey to fostering belonging in the next generation.
We must be the change we want to see, and teachers to those who will continue
the work for a world where everyone belongs.
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Resources
Videos
Small Talk - Being Normal
Kid President’s Guide to Making New Friends
Kids Talk About Inclusion

Articles
Kids Included Together 101 Guide
How to Promote Diversity & Inclusion in Your Child’s Life
7 Steps to Raising Inclusive Kids

Podcasts
Circle Round
Molly of Denali
Mother Tongue

Meet Bosco!

Books
Julian is a Mermaid
Feast for 10
All the Colors of the Earth

Hummingbird Tools

He is Hummingbird's Chief Happiness Officer!
Bosco worked as a medical research animal for
seven years helping to test heart medicine that
would later be used to help people. He came to
live with Brian in June 2018 and now enjoys lots
of treats, comfy blankets, and too many beds. He
loves making people smile and getting lots and
lots of love. Follow Hummingbird Humanity on
our Facebook, Instagram, & Linkedin to see more
of Bosco's tips & tricks.

My Grown-Ups Book by Kate Costigan
My Grown-Ups Guide for Grown-Ups
Learning to Love All of Me with Dr. Jacqueline Douge
Parents Loving and Supporting their LGBTQ Kids with Vanessa and JR Ford

We know that parents, educators, caregivers, and grown-ups
responsible for young humans are looking for resources.
In this series, we will continue to expand our resources list to help.
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